
 

 

December 13, 2016 

The National Security Policy Directorate 

Public Safety Canada 

269 Laurier Avenue West 

Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0P8  

By email: ps.nsconsultation-consultationsn.sp@canada.ca 

Written Submission of the British Columbia Civil Liberties Association (“BCCLA”) to the 

Consultation on Canada’s National Security Framework 

Introduction 

The BCCLA is pleased to make this submission to the Consultation on Canada’s National 

Security Framework.  We have commented in various fora as part of this consultation process 

and this document summarizes many of our positions on the matters being addressed in the 

consultation. 

In this document we address: 

- The need to repeal the dangerous and unjustified powers granted by Bill C-51; 

- The need to respond to the crisis of accountability in national security with a 

three-tiered accountability framework; 

- The need to include efficacy review in the accountability framework; 

- The need to repeal the Ministerial Directions allowing for the sharing of information 

derived from or likely to lead to torture; 

- The need to ensure Canadian citizens are protected against foreign prosecutions 

relying on evidence derived from torture; 
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- The need to bring appropriate judicial oversight to the activities of the Canadian 

Security Establishment (“CSE”); 

- Recommendations with respect to new digital investigative powers and procedures; 

and 

- The need to end the culture of impunity with respect to law-breaking by national 

security agencies and to squarely address the issue of the appropriateness and 

effectiveness of bulk data surveillance and data analytics in the national security 

context. 

“Accountability” does not remedy dangerously flawed and over-broad laws 

Having taken part in this consultation process in a variety of ways, we have become aware of a 

troubling discourse from public officials regarding the radical expansion of powers that were 

introduced by the Anti-Terrorism Act, 2015, S.C. 2015, c. 20 (“ATA, 2015”) (still known to many 

as “Bill C-51”).  Public officials have expressed the view that the ATA, 2015 is too enmeshed in 

systems at this juncture for extensive reform and that we should therefore concentrate on how to 

improve matters “going forward”.  In particular there has been a very great emphasis placed on 

accountability mechanisms, specifically the role of the Parliamentary Committee that would be 

created by Bill C-22. 

While we welcome the important discussion about the role of Parliamentarians in national 

security accountability, it must be bluntly stated that no committee, or any oversight mechanism, 

however constituted, can make amends for or provide meaningful accountability in the face of 

dangerous and recklessly overbroad powers granted to agencies working within national security. 

It is imperative that the powers afforded to agencies involved in national security be measured, 

proportionate and demonstrably needed.  ATA, 2015 fails to meet this test. 

We continue to support the complete repeal of the ATA, 2015.  No aspect of that legislation was 

ever demonstrably justified and the radical expansion of powers presents an even graver danger 

to the rights and security of Canadians in light of the now-anticipated reshaping of U.S. national 

security policy. 
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If anything, since the ATA, 2015 was passed, the arguments for its repeal have increased and 

strengthened. 

For example, while we continue to see no security interest in the expansion of terrorism speech 

offenses brought in by the ATA, 2015, we now have further concerns related to their potential for 

undermining the radicalization prevention efforts that are an important focus of the national 

security framework.  The message of tolerance and democracy, which is the counter-narrative to 

violence, has no credibility where it criminalizes general extremist views.  Criminalizing these 

views alienates from their communities individuals at risk of radicalization to violence, 

increasing their risk and decreasing the potential for meaningful intervention and prevention. 

In another example, our reasons for opposing the new CSIS “threat disruption” powers are 

unchanged, but we now add to those arguments further evidence of the extremely troubling 

pattern of CSIS breaching its duty of candour and seriously misleading and failing to proactively 

disclose relevant information. 

The crisis of public confidence in security agencies is a matter we will address in more detail 

below.  But we note at this juncture that alarm and dismay at the conduct of CSIS in its ex parte 

application processes are increasingly evident. 

Note the extraordinary statement of concern made by the court in the recent case of X (Re), 2016 

FC 1105, at para 108: 

… I find that the CSIS has breached its duty of candour by not informing the 

Court of its associated data retention program.  In X (Re), cited above, my 

colleague Justice Mosley, on a different factual basis, also concluded that a breach 

of the duty of candour had occurred.  I make a similar finding three (3) years later.  

I wonder what it will take to ensure that such findings are taken seriously.  Must a 

contempt of Court proceeding, with all its related consequences, be necessary in 

the future? (emphasis added) 

In another example, we also now have insight that was not available at the time Bill C-51 was 

being debated as to how possible legislative safeguards might operate in the context of the 

Security of Canada Information Sharing Act, S.C. 2015, c. 20, s. 2 ("SCISA"). 
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Proponents of SCISA have argued that the troublingly low thresholds for disclosing Canadians’ 

personal information under SCISA would be tempered by the Privacy Act, R.S.C., 1985, c. P-21, 

and any other governing legislation, including the Canadian Security Intelligence Service Act, 

R.S.C., 1985, c. C-23 ("CSIS Act").  We have now seen how effectively the CSIS Act has served 

to protect innocent Canadians from bulk data collection by CSIS. 

Here is the alarming conclusion of the first-ever audit of the vast quantities of Canadians’ data 

held in the CSIS bulk data holdings:  “SIRC found no evidence to indicate that CSIS had 

appropriately considered the threshold as required in the CSIS Act.”
1
 

No evidence to even indicate appropriate consideration would seem to speak to a near-contempt 

for the need to abide by the applicable law.  At the very least, we can have no confidence that the 

damage caused by SCISA to Canadians’ privacy rights is being ameliorated elsewhere.  Indeed, 

it appears that the damage caused by SCISA is being mirrored elsewhere. 

Given that our position calling for the repeal of the ATA, 2015 is unchanged and that we have 

previously made extensive submissions on that piece of legislation, which includes topics that 

are being canvassed as part of this consultation, we incorporate our prior submissions for your 

review as Appendix A. 

The failure of Bill C-22 to bring meaningful accountability to national security 

We are not aware of anyone who opposes the creation of a Parliamentary Committee to review 

national security agencies.  However, there is an increasingly widely held view among those who 

have examined Bill C-22 that the current proposal is insufficient and will fail to create public 

confidence. 

The BCCLA’s concerns about Bill C-22 track very closely the concerns that were raised in a 

detailed brief on the subject by the Samuelson-Glushko Canadian Internet Policy and Public 

Interest Clinic (“CIPPIC”). 

The most critical concerns are: 

                                                            
1 Security Intelligence Review Committee, Maintaining Momentum: 2015-2016 Annual Report, (Ottawa, ON: 

Public Works and Government Services Canada, 2016),  p. 24, available at http://www.sirc-

csars.gc.ca/pdfs/ar_2015-2016-eng.pdf 

http://www.sirc-csars.gc.ca/pdfs/ar_2015-2016-eng.pdf
http://www.sirc-csars.gc.ca/pdfs/ar_2015-2016-eng.pdf
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- The lack of independence of the Committee (which is apt to be, and be perceived as, a 

mere extension of the Executive); 

- The inability of the Committee to ensure it receives relevant information; 

- The inability of the Committee to initiate independent investigations; and 

- The inability of the Committee to ensure substantially complete and robust reporting. 

Canada has been singularly remiss in its failure to introduce this national security accountability 

measure that many of our allies have long considered rudimentary.  In undertaking this 

long-needed reform, it is deeply concerning that Canada is proposing to replicate many of the 

acknowledged mistakes, since remedied, by jurisdictions that have had longer experience with 

such models. 

Bill C-22, as it stands, represents a model of committee known to be flawed and inadequate.  It is 

completely untenable to suggest a wait-and-see approach to a model that is already a cautionary 

tale and exemplar of what does not work. 

Further, in addition to the myriad inadequacies of Bill C-22, there has been disappointingly little 

discussion of, and no concrete proposal to address, the need for complementary integrated expert 

review of all the agencies involved in national security, including those that currently operate 

with minimal or no oversight, like Canada Border Services Agency (“CBSA”) and Financial 

Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre (“FINTRAC”). 

Although the name may not represent the ideal model, the term “super-SIRC” is often used to 

discuss this integrated expert review.  The need for a means of achieving a “super-SIRC” review 

cannot be overstated and is long overdue, having been vigorously recommended as long ago as 

the O’Connor Commission. 

In addition to “super-SIRC” we also advocate for the UK and Australian model of independent 

monitoring.  Canada has a great need for an independent monitor, with robust access to secret 

information, who is charged with providing an expert analysis of existing and proposed national 

security and national security-implicated legislation. 
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In our view it is implicit, but we will be explicit nonetheless: these accountability mechanisms 

must be adequately resourced.  We emphasise this point in light of the under-resourcing of even 

the current, sole-agency, expert review bodies.  See, for example, the article by Ian MacLeod 

titled "Spy watchdog that triggered scathing rebuke of illegal CSIS activities facing job cuts", 

which reports the failure to provide long-term funding commitments to bodies as integral to 

national security accountability as SIRC.
2
 

Why the three-tiered model of accountability is needed 

There is no question that this three-tiered approach would create an accountability infrastructure 

that is more extensive than for other areas of government.  However, this is necessary for two 

reasons. 

1) There currently exists a clear crisis of accountability with respect to Canadian national 

security agencies. 

Canada has an unhappy reputation with respect to accountability in the national security realm.  

Canada was silent in response to the sweeping surveillance abuses disclosed by the Snowden 

revelations despite our indisputable involvement as a member of the Five Eyes and the obvious 

concerns for Canadians’ rights.  The on-going failure to implement the recommendations of three 

critically important major inquiries on national security matters (the "Air India Inquiry", the 

“O’Connor Inquiry”, the “Iacobucci Inquiry”) has further eroded public trust and confidence. 

And, as previously touched on, even since this consultation began some months ago, we have 

seen stunning new evidence of a culture of impunity in relation to national security agencies’ 

conduct.  Specifically we have come to understand CSIS as essentially unmoored from 

lawfulness in an important range of its activities.  CSIS has been discovered to have breached its 

duty of candour to the Federal Court with respect to warrants of more than one kind, in some 

cases for more than a decade.  And, on the basis of recent Federal Court findings on bulk 

metadata warrants and the SIRC report’s findings on the CSIS bulk data sets in total, it is now 

known that it is possible that the majority or even the entirety of bulk data in the CSIS holdings 

constitute illegal spying on Canadians. 
                                                            
2 Available at 

http://www.theprovince.com/news/national/watchdog+that+triggered+scathing+rebuke+illegal+csis/12352942/story

.html 

http://www.theprovince.com/news/national/watchdog+that+triggered+scathing+rebuke+illegal+csis/12352942/story.html
http://www.theprovince.com/news/national/watchdog+that+triggered+scathing+rebuke+illegal+csis/12352942/story.html
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2) National security accountability is unique 

While all arenas of government require accountability, national security is unique in the 

seriousness of the consequences for both failures and abuses, the degree of operational secrecy 

required, and the extent to which secrecy claims can be abused. 

There is a growing recognition that one of the foremost challenges with respect to national 

security accountability is unearthing the numerous “secret laws” that are actually guiding the 

operation of our national security agencies.  Canada’s national security landscape is replete with 

secret laws that have no place in a democracy, where it is a fundamental aspect of the rule of law 

that laws be knowable and challengeable. 

Secret laws come in many guises including secret legal opinions that provide de facto authority 

to interpret the provisions of statutes in ways that range from unlikely to subverting. 

The recent history of national security operations among the Five Eyes is rife with de facto secret 

laws achieved by means of dubious statutory interpretation. 

Here is an example recently cited by CIPPIC in its testimony before the House of Commons 

Standing Committee on Access to Information, Privacy & Ethics.  The United States granted the 

NSA powers of data collection in 2006 that were intended to be limited by a standard of 

“relevance”.  It was unknown for many years that the standard was being interpreted to mean the 

opposite of what the drafters had intended. 

The reaction of USA PATRIOT Act co-author Jim Sensenbrenner upon 

discovering the scope of the application arising from this ‘relevance’ standard 

following disclosures by former NSA contractor Edward Snowden is telling, and I 

quote: 

We had thought that the 2006 amendment, by putting the word 

‘relevant’ in, was narrowing what the NSA could collect. Instead, 

the NSA convinced the Fisa court that the relevance clause was an 

expansive rather than contractive standard, and that’s what brought 

about the metadata collection, which amounts to trillions of phone 

calls.
3
 

                                                            
3 Tamir Israel, Oral Testimony of the Samuelson-Glushinko Canadian Internet Policy & Public Interest Clinic 

(CIPPC) on Security of Canada Information Sharing Act Enacted by Bill C-51, (November 22, 2016),  para. 7; see 

also Dan Roberts, "Patriot Act author prepares bill to put NSA bulk data collection 'out of business', published 
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SCISA also uses a “relevance” standard for authorization for collection and disclosure.  To the 

legislators who passed this law, this might be assumed to mean relevant to the context of a 

specific investigation of security threats and not “relevant” to facilitating a population-based 

dragnet of on-going, wholesale personal data collection.  But that interpretative exercise is likely 

to occur outside the purview of the public, democratic domain and it could take many years 

before it is known how SCISA is in fact being operationalized. 

The most recent SIRC report includes another timely example.  This example pertains to 

interpreting the legal standard for collection of data under the CSIS Act.  In SIRC’s report we 

discover that CSIS takes the view that when it collects the personal information of Canadians 

that is open source and publically available, that the collection is not “collection” for the 

purposes of the statute and CSIS is, on that legal interpretation, allowed to take any and all of 

that personal information and use it in any fashion, without regard for the standard of “strict 

necessity” set out in the CSIS Act.  Collection that is not “collection”, like the stretching of the 

concept of “relevance”, is a very familiar trope in national security agencies extending their 

surveillance powers beyond their statutory remit. 

Secret laws also include secret ministerial direction and authorization and the secret body of law 

that grows from secret trials. 

To restore confidence in the accountability of our national security agencies, the members of the 

three-tiered accountability model (Parliamentary Committee, integrated expert review, and 

independent monitor) must undertake a thorough audit of the many aspects of illegitimate 

secrecy that undermine the rule of law.  This audit would separate "secret laws" from arenas of 

legitimate operational secrecy and bring "secret laws" out of the shadows and into the domain of 

democratic process and accountability. 

FINTRAC 

Another component of the work that is urgently needed from the three-tiered accountability 

model is efficacy review.  Long standing questions about the efficacy of various aspects of the 

national security infrastructure must be addressed.  Not only is this essential for public safety, 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
Oct. 10, 2013 by The Guardian, available at https://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/oct/10/nsa-surveillance-

patriot-act-author-bill 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/oct/10/nsa-surveillance-patriot-act-author-bill
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/oct/10/nsa-surveillance-patriot-act-author-bill
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but programs cannot make a claim to proportionality and necessity without being able to 

demonstrate their efficacy.  FINTRAC is an example of a national security agency that has thus 

far failed to demonstrate its efficacy. 

FINTRAC has no specifically designated body for review, although it is subject to intermittent 

auditing by the Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada (“OPC”).  The OPC audits have 

consistently demonstrated deeply troubling over-collection and excessive retention of personal 

information by FINTRAC.  This is a problem that is increasingly serious in scope.  FINTRAC 

itself has long maintained that one of its primary safeguards for privacy is its independence from 

law enforcement.  However, the almost unfettered access to information sharing authorized by 

SCISA now makes that “independence” essentially fictional. 

Clearly there are legitimate concerns about privacy with respect to FINTRAC and a pressing 

need to assess FINTRAC’s proper mandate and role in relation to the other national security 

agencies given the highly problematic blurring of mandates caused by SCISA.  However, in 

order to make this assessment with respect to FINTRAC’s role, we would need to review its 

efficacy.  What we know currently is not encouraging. 

The OPC’s audit reports echo the assessment on efficacy cited in the March 2013 Report of the 

Standing Senate Committee on Banking, Trade and Commerce, which includes its conclusion in 

its title: “Follow the Money:  Is Canada Making Progress in Combatting Money Laundering and 

Terrorist Financing? Not Really”(available at 

http://www.parl.gc.ca/Content/SEN/Committee/411/BANC/rep/rep10mar13-e.pdf). 

There appears to be a dearth of information to accurately assess whether FINTRAC is meeting 

its objectives.  No empirical evidence is being generated, to our knowledge, to suggest that the 

agency is successfully accomplishing its mission.  To the contrary, what little evidence is 

available could only suggest either that there is considerably less terrorist financing than feared, 

or that the agency is not proving very effective at addressing it. 

And yet, much of the response to this situation of genuinely failing to understand the need and 

the efficacy of the program is simply repeated urgings for more and more invasive powers, 

broader disclosures of sensitive, highly prejudicial personal information, more onerous 
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administrative burden on the private sector, and more resources for FINTRAC and agency 

partners. 

FINTRAC represents but one of many aspects of the national security infrastructure that requires 

efficacy review for a sober assessment of what the genuine need for the programs are, and 

whether the programs in their current form are the most efficacious, accountable and 

rights-protective means of addressing the need. 

Torture 

Canada has a shameful history of complicity in torture.  Canada’s involvement in horrific 

practices includes active support for the Central Intelligence Agency (“CIA”) torture program, 

including facilitating extraordinary renditions and helping to identify victims of such renditions, 

Maher Arar among them. 

Currently, Canada is defying the recommendation of the O’Connor Commission with respect to 

policies governing circumstances in which Canada supplies information to foreign governments 

with questionable human rights records and the need for an absolute prohibition on providing 

information to a foreign country where there is a credible risk that it will cause or contribute to 

the use of torture. 

Indeed, despite the UN Committee against Torture calling for Canada to amend the dangerous 

practice, CSIS, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (“RCMP”), the CBSA, CSE and the 

Canadian military all operate under Ministerial Directions which allow for collaborations and 

information sharing with foreign government agencies, even if the information conveyed is 

derived from torture or torture may result. 

At no time has this ever been acceptable.  Torture is wrong and complicity in torture is wrong.  

Not only is it a violation of the most foundational of human rights, for which there is simply no 

justification, but it is dangerous from a national security perspective.  As military and security 

experts have long pointed out, torture is not an effective means of acquiring intelligence.  In fact, 

it is almost guaranteed to provide faulty intelligence. 

There is a great urgency for Canada to withdraw the existing Ministerial Directions on 

information sharing and torture.  The chief prosecutor of the International Criminal Court has 
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indicated her intention to investigate U.S. personnel for torture.  Very significantly, the 

International Criminal Court’s annual report outlined its findings on these alleged crimes, noting 

that they: 

… were not the abuses of a few isolated individuals.  Rather, they appear to have 

been committed as part of approved interrogation techniques in an attempt to 

extract ‘actionable intelligence’ from detainees.
4
 

Further, as the President-Elect of the U.S. expressed vigorous support for torture in his 

campaigning, there is simply no justification for any attempt to dismiss concerns about 

information sharing and torture as remote or hypothetical. 

Canada’s current information sharing practices and protocols are in stark violation of the most 

basic human rights.  It is imperative that Canada commit to a clear legal prohibition on sharing of 

information likely to be derived from or lead to torture. 

Also on the topic of information derived from torture, we must raise the issue of extradition, and 

specifically the case of Hassan Diab. 

Professor Diab is a Canadian citizen who was extradited by Canada to France where he was 

sought in connection with a bombing, on the basis of evidence that the judge in the Canadian 

extradition proceedings termed “very problematic”, “suspect”, “convoluted” and “very 

confusing”.  Mr. Diab has endured years of imprisonment without trial and was surrendered by 

Canada despite the documentation of France’s willingness to use evidence derived from torture, 

in direct contravention of the exclusionary rule well-established in international law. 

We have the gravest concerns that Mr. Diab’s case is one of very serious injustice, and that 

Canada is failing to ensure that Canadian citizens are protected against foreign prosecutions 

relying on evidence derived from torture. 

In our view, there are only two ways that Canada can properly protect its citizens in such 

circumstances.  The first option is to refuse the surrender altogether.  The principles of comity 

and good faith – which are important in international relations and in matters of diplomacy – 

                                                            
4 The Office of the Prosecutor, International Criminal Court, Report on Preliminary Examinations and Activities 

2016, (November 14, 2016), p. 47, available at https://www.icc-cpi.int/iccdocs/otp/161114-otp-rep-PE_ENG.pdf  

https://www.icc-cpi.int/iccdocs/otp/161114-otp-rep-PE_ENG.pdf
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must give way where rights violations would result.  Alternatively, Canada could surrender 

subject to strict conditions that the accused would not be tried based on evidence potentially 

derived from torture. 

Canada’s priority must be the protection of its citizens. 

Appropriate Judicial Oversight of the Activities of the CSE 

The BCCLA is currently in litigation with respect to the surveillance of Canadians by the CSE.  

We have heard, verbally, from the Minister of Public Safety that the government is committed to 

reforms in the oversight of the CSE.  We urge the government to bring the activities of the CSE 

into compliance with Canadians’ Charter rights. 

Digital Investigative Powers 

The Green Paper on the National Security Consultation includes a series of proposed expansions 

of police powers with respect to digital investigations.  These powers do not pertain exclusively 

or even primarily to national security, but are rather general policing powers.  We have 

commented on many of these extensively, but summarize some of our views here. 

1) Basic Subscriber Information 

What is currently termed Basic Subscriber Information (“BSI”) is information about a 

telecommunications’ customer and can include their name, address, phone number, email 

address, Internet Protocol (“IP”) address and mobile device’s unique identifier (“IMSI number”). 

As the Supreme Court of Canada set out in R. v. Spencer, 2014 SCC 43 (“Spencer”), there is a 

significant privacy interest in this information because it has the potential to expose a detailed 

biographical profile.  The Spencer decision confirmed that this is not information that can be 

available to the police merely for the asking. 

There are indications that the police would like to see an administrative-type warrant for this 

information, which would amount to a self-authorization regime, in which an officer is 

authorized by a designated officer to acquire BSI.  We say that such an approach is insufficient. 

Recommendation:  BSI must be protected by court oversight on a standard appropriate to its 

significant privacy interest. 
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2) Data retention 

Preservation Orders are currently available from a judge on a very low standard to preserve 

digital information that police fear may be destroyed before warrants can be sought.  The Green 

Paper queries whether companies should be required to retain customer data for long periods of 

time, just in case any of the data were to be sought by police in the future. 

Extensive personal data retention is a security risk.  Retaining personal data that is not necessary 

for a business purpose increases the risk of data breaches and violates a fundamental principle of 

data protection. 

In addition, blanket data retention of the data of innocent people on a population-wide basis is 

very likely to be found a breach of the Charter.  In 2014, the Court of Justice of the European 

Union struck down the EU “Data Retention Directive” as a breach of the Charter of 

Fundamental Rights of the European Union. 

Recommendation:  Evidence must be produced to show that current powers are insufficient 

before any consideration should be given to an approach that would weaken data protection for 

all Canadians and has already been rejected in Europe as a violation of fundamental rights. 

3) Compelled Passwords/Decryption 

Police have proposed that courts should be able to order individuals and businesses to provide 

passwords or facilitate decryption of materials that police have a warrant for acquiring. 

Given that there is already legislation (Protecting Canadians from Online Crime Act, S.C. 2014, 

c. 31) that gives judges the ability to attach an assistance order to any search warrant, 

interception order, production order or other form of electronic surveillance, we take it that 

assistance from businesses is already available through these means. 

Presumably the innovation sought relates to an order than would compel an individual 

suspect/accused to supply their password/decrypt to their own communications.  Such a proposal 

is novel in Canadian law and such compulsion would clearly implicate the right against 

self-incrimination. 
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Recommendation:  No proposal should be explored until we have court decisions on compelled 

passwords in the context of inspections by Canada Border Services Agency.  There are cases that 

are already in progress and they will provide important guidance.  If compelled passwords are 

not constitutional with respect to inspections at the border (where courts have ruled that there is a 

lower expectation of privacy), they certainly will not be constitutional in the setting of the 

ordinary criminal law. 

4) Mass Surveillance Warrants 

The Green Paper does not discuss a topic of great concern to many Canadians following 

revelations of Canadian police using mass surveillance devices called IMSI Catchers, more 

usually known as “Stingrays”. 

These are devices which intercept cellphone data.  It is clear that the police are using these 

devices despite a number of police agencies maintaining a “neither confirm nor deny” stance 

with respect to their use. 

Our current understanding is that police agencies are probably getting court authorization for use 

of the devices, although we have reason to believe those authorizations are likely to be overbroad 

and leave the matter of what to do with the hundreds or thousands of people’s data that are not 

the subject of the search entirely to the discretion of the police. 

We do not know if CSIS is using these devices, but we do know that CSIS has refused to even 

confirm to Parliament whether they take the position that they require a warrant if they were to 

use such devices (this is, incidentally, yet another example of secrecy invoked illegitimately with 

respect to a question of lawful authority and not in relation to operational matters). 

In addition to mass surveillance devices, like Stingrays, the police also use mass surveillance 

techniques, like “tower dumps”, which are production orders for phone records of massive 

numbers of people.  We have seen an important recent court case (R. v. Rogers Communications, 

2016 ONSC 70) in which the warrants sought for “tower dumps” were found to be 

unconstitutional for sweeping over-breadth (affecting tens of thousands of people who were not 

the subjects of the investigation).  The court also expressed concern that there were no statutory 
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limitations on the police retaining the data of people who were never the suspects with respect to 

the warrants. 

Recommendation:  There should be a new warrant process designed specifically for mass 

surveillance technologies and techniques.  This warrant would ensure that law enforcement have 

these investigative tools available when necessary, while ensuring that individuals’ rights are 

protected.  Germany has specific laws relating to Stingrays that could provide guidance for the 

development of this warrant process.  These warrants should also be required by intelligence 

agencies. 

The culture of impunity and the need for evidence-based policy and law 

If there is, as evidence is increasingly showing, a culture of impunity in our national security 

agencies, it is likely in part caused by the habitual lack of repercussions for violations of the law 

in this sphere.  To our knowledge, the government would be hard pressed to come up with 

examples of consequences brought to bear on national security personnel found to be violating 

the law.  Indeed, evidence would suggest that a typical “consequence” of the discovery that 

national security agencies are breaking the law is to quickly change the law to accommodate the 

violation, not punish the violator. 

It should be entirely unsurprising that, in the arena above all others that we are told we must 

invest trust and allow secrecy, this pattern of encouraging impunity has been corrosive. 

In our Association’s view, the arena in which it appears likely that we may see a continuance of 

this pattern relates to the CSIS Act and its legal standard for data collection and use that has, on 

current evidence, been regularly violated for at least a decade. 

The dangers of amending the CSIS Act to accommodate the illegal surveillance of Canadians are 

two-fold. 

First, as just set out, the government would be complicit in endorsing law-breaking as a means to 

achieve law reform and further undermine public trust. 

Second, much of what we have discovered about unlawful surveillance in the national security 

realm pertains to bulk data, and is presumably of primary interest to national security intelligence 
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for the purposes of data analytics and profiling.  The evidence on data analytics and profiling in 

the national security context is more extensive than is popularly known.  It is extensive and 

almost definitive in its findings that these practices are often unsuited to deriving meaningful 

intelligence and that there is and can be no efficacious profiling for terrorism or serious crimes.  

(See, for example, the comprehensive report on this subject from the Council of Europe 

Consultative Committee of the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to 

Automatic Processing of Personal Data (Directorate General of Human Rights and Rule of Law, 

Jun 27, 2016).5 

No meaningful democratic debate in Canada has, to our knowledge, ever been applied to the “big 

data” and profiling practices that are clearly fueling the wide-spread shift from targeted 

surveillance to mass, population-based surveillance of Canadians in the national security context.  

It is imperative that Canadians be able to meaningfully address this matter and to assess our 

country’s programs against international human rights standards, like those contained in the 

United Nation’s International Principles on the Application of Human Rights to Communications 

Surveillance. 

We are very concerned about the potential for a swift and sudden capitulation to long-standing 

defiance of the law with respect to unjustified surveillance and that this will exacerbate the 

already serious effects of racial and religious profiling in the national security realm. 

We urge the government to resist the already-intimated calls (by CSIS) for reforms to facilitate 

population-based mass surveillance in the name of practices and policies that have never been 

justified or demonstrated to be an effective and proportionate response to increasing public 

safety.  An evidence-based approach to this matter is urgently needed at this time, and 

particularly important as the government sets out to demonstrate its trustworthiness to the very 

communities most impacted by national security profiling in order to bring about meaningful 

cooperation for programs to prevent radicalisation to violence. 

Again, we offer our thanks for the opportunity to provide this submission as part of the 

consultation on the National Security Framework for Canada.  We appreciate that the scope of 

                                                            
5 Available at https://www.coe.int/t/dghl/standardsetting/dataprotection/TPD_documents/T-

PD%282015%2911_PNR%20draft%20report%20Douwe%20Korff%20&%20Marie%20Georges_15%2006%20201

5.pdf  

https://www.coe.int/t/dghl/standardsetting/dataprotection/TPD_documents/T-PD%282015%2911_PNR%20draft%20report%20Douwe%20Korff%20&%20Marie%20Georges_15%2006%202015.pdf
https://www.coe.int/t/dghl/standardsetting/dataprotection/TPD_documents/T-PD%282015%2911_PNR%20draft%20report%20Douwe%20Korff%20&%20Marie%20Georges_15%2006%202015.pdf
https://www.coe.int/t/dghl/standardsetting/dataprotection/TPD_documents/T-PD%282015%2911_PNR%20draft%20report%20Douwe%20Korff%20&%20Marie%20Georges_15%2006%202015.pdf
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this consultation is vast and that we are simply not able to comment on every aspect of the 

discussion that touches on civil liberties and human rights concerns.  That said, there are hardly 

any arenas that are more central to the mandate of our Association and we look forward to 

assisting the government in these ongoing deliberations, legislative and policy responses and the 

critically important public discussions to come. 

All of which is respectfully submitted,  

 

Micheal Vonn 

Policy Director 
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